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Abstract

Researchers today have access to an unprecedented amount of geo-referenced, disaggregated data

on political conflict. Because these new data sources use disparate event typologies and units of

analysis, findings are rarely comparable across studies. As a result, we are unable to answer ba-

sic questions like ‘what does conflict A tell us about conflict B?’ This article introduces xSub – a

‘database of databases’ for disaggregated research on political conflict (www.x-sub.org). xSub re-

duces barriers to comparative sub-national research, by empowering researchers to quickly con-

struct custom, analysis-ready datasets. xSub currently features sub-national data on conflict in

156 countries, from 21 sources, including large data collections and data from individual scholars.

To facilitate comparisons across countries and sources, xSub organizes these data into consistent

event categories, actors, spatial units (country, province, district, grid cell, electoral constituency)

and time units (year, month, week and day). This article introduces xSub and illustrates its poten-

tial, by investigating the impact of repression on dissent across thousands of sub-national datasets.
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In the last two decades, social scientists have produced a tremendous amount of dis-
aggregated data on political conflict.1 Large-scale collection projects (e.g. Schrodt et al.,
1994; Raleigh et al., 2010; Salehyan et al., 2012; Sundberg & Melander, 2013) and special-
ized studies of individual countries (e.g. Sullivan et al., 2012; Verpoorten, 2012; Osorio,
2015) have extracted georeferenced information on political events from press reports, so-
cial media and state archives, manually or with automated techniques. These data have
fueled new waves of sub-national research, employing novel research designs at granular
levels of analysis.

Disaggregation has advanced scholarship in numerous ways, but five inter-related
problems have impeded progress: 1) most studies that use sub-national data nevertheless
conduct analysis at a highly-aggregated, macro level; 2) most micro-level studies focus
on one or few countries; 3) cross-dataset comparisons are rare; 4) operational definitions
vary; and 5) there are no consistent units of analysis, which might otherwise enable direct
comparisons. As a result, idiosyncratic and contradictory findings have become common
in sub-national research, leaving unanswered basic questions about the causes, dynamics
and consequences of conflict.

The barrier to generalizability is not a lack of data – in many cases these data exist and
are in the public domain. Rather, it is that no one has undertaken the entrepreneurial ef-
fort to merge and combine disparate sub-national conflict datasets into a unified, analysis-
ready format, with consistent definitions, measures and units. This is no small task: it
involves geo-locating events, classifying them by type, assigning them to administrative
and geographic units, aggregating over time, and repeating for each country, dataset and
variable. Without such infrastructure-building efforts, the field cannot move forward.

With these thoughts in mind, we present xSub, a ‘database of databases’ for cross-
national research on sub-national conflict. xSub currently features sub-national datasets
from 21 sources, covering 156 countries, organized into consistent categories and units,
by space (country, province, district, grid cell, electoral constituency), time (year, month,
week, day), actors (government, opposition, civilian, unaffiliated) and actions.2 xSub also

1We define political conflict as a dispute between two or more political actors (e.g. governments, challengers,
third parties) over the pursuit, maintenance or distribution of power. Actions to resolve the dispute may
include both physical force and non-violent measures (e.g. demonstrations, strikes, civil disobedience).

2A sub-national dataset is an organized collection of information on the location, timing, participants and
properties of conflict events in a single country. A data source is an entity that collects or distributes data.
One source may produce multiple datasets (e.g. ACLED), and multiple datasets may cover the same
country.
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provides data on local demographics, geography, ethnicity, weather and other covariates.
These data are freely available through x-sub.org or the xSub R package.

xSub has applications across a wide range of substantive areas. Scholars may use it
to examine relationships between climate variability and conflict, terrain and insurgency,
ethnicity and communal fighting, elections and protests, spillover effects, conflict dura-
tion, recurrence, micro-dynamics of non-state activities, and – as we demonstrate below –
the relationship between repression and dissent. Users may also contribute original data
to the platform, making their work available to new researchers asking new questions.

Why xSub?
Traditionally, research on political conflict – including genocide, (counter-)revolution,
(counter-)insurgency, (counter-)terrorism, protest (policing), (violations of) civil liberties
and human rights – has maintained a cross-national focus, tracking macro-level varia-
tion between nation-states. This work has produced innumerable insights about why
conflicts begin (Collier & Hoeffler, 2004), become increasingly lethal (Poe & Tate, 1994),
employ particular tactics (Kalyvas & Balcells, 2010), respond to diverse factors of con-
tention (Davenport, 1995), endure (Fearon, 2004) and reoccur (Walter, 2004) – in some
countries but not others. It has been less informative about variation within conflicts, and
why contentious events occur at particular places and times, within the nation-state.

To fill this gap, a growing movement of sub-national research has disaggregated actors
and actions to a more micro level. This movement has helped illuminate the local and
short-term dynamics of conflict, advancing our understanding of when, where and why
unrest will likely emerge (Dube & Vargas, 2013), spread (Schutte & Weidmann, 2011), and
vary in response to government action (Lyall, 2009).

While resolving some problems, sub-national research has created others. To take stock
of this rapidly growing literature, we surveyed the universe of topically-related studies
published between 2006 and 2017 in top disciplinary and general scientific journals.3 We
reviewed 392 articles, organized them by topic, geographic and temporal scope, unit of
analysis, and methodology (Appendix B). Our survey revealed five common problems.

1. Most studies under-utilize sub-national data. While multi-national disaggregated

3These include but are not limited to Science, Nature, American Political Science Review, American Journal of
Political Science, International Organization, World Politics, Journal of Peace Research, and Journal of Conflict
Resolution (Science Journal Ranking, 2018).
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datasets like the Uppsala Conflict Data Program’s Georeferenced Event Dataset
(UCDP GED) and the Armed Conflict Location & Event Data Project (ACLED) have
facilitated cross-national comparisons of sub-national trends, most studies (94 per-
cent) continue aggregating events to the country level, eschewing local geographic
variation altogether. Absent strong theoretical reasons to focus only on macro-level
patterns, this practice indicates an under-utilization of subnational data.

2. Most sub-national studies focus on one or few countries.4 In-depth sub-national
analyses may have strong internal validity, but rarely demonstrate the generaliz-
ability of their findings. 46 percent of sub-national studies focus on a single country,
and 56 percent on a single region (e.g. Sub-Saharan Africa, Eastern Europe). The
self-contained study of individual countries and regions has led to geographic frag-
mentation in research. For instance, 64 percent of studies on climate and conflict use
data on Africa. Yet Africa represents less than one percent of studies on indiscrimi-
nate violence, repression, or occupational politics (Appendix B).

3. Cross-dataset comparisons are rare. 65 percent of the literature has used pre-existing
conflict datasets, and the rest collected original data. Different datasets employ
different sampling and measurement strategies, and rely on different sources (e.g.
archives, newswires, NGOs). These choices are consequential for disaggregated
and macro-level work (Eck, 2012; Davenport & Moore, 2015). Yet only 22 studies
use cross-dataset validation,5 and just three explore how these inconsistencies affect
inference (Eck, 2012; Hammond & Weidmann, 2014; Ward et al., 2013).

4. Operational definitions vary. Among the many things that vary across data sources
are typologies of actors and actions. Most studies (91 percent) focus on violence by
government agents and challengers, sometimes disaggregating further by tactics.
Large data collections like ACLED and Social Conflict Analysis Database (SCAD)
provide detailed descriptions of actors – down to specific protest movements and
military commanders. Some, like UCDP GED, also provide short textual descrip-
tions of events. These infinitely customizable choices create some non-trivial chal-
lenges. Determining which actors belong to pro-government or opposition factions

4We define a ‘sub-national study’ as one that explores variation across spatial units of analysis smaller than
country (e.g. grid, city, district, etc.)

5This number only reflects studies that use multiple datasets for robustness checks (e.g. Buhaug, 2010), not
studies that use covariates from multiple datasets (e.g. Ruhe, 2015).
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requires familiarity with individual cases, and extracting information from text is
not always straightforward. These challenges have made it difficult to compare
sub-national results with findings from other countries.

5. There are no standard units. Cross-national units of analysis have generally con-
verged on country-years and dyad-years, but there is no similar ‘industry standard’
in sub-national work. Research on some topics (e.g. indiscriminate violence, eco-
nomic shocks) has been quite diverse in spatial and temporal scales. Other research
(e.g. foreign aid, elections) has favored specific units, like country-years, avoiding
sub-national units commonly used in other domains, like grid cells. These choices
are often data-driven, and lack clear theoretical motivations. Without a standard
‘menu’ of spatio-temporal aggregation options, it is unsurprising that most studies
that use sub-national data still analyze them at the national level.

xSub addresses these problems directly, by pulling together hundreds of existing sub-
national datasets, and aggregating conflict events and covariates to consistent units of
analysis across countries. As a public good, xSub significantly reduces barriers to compar-
ative sub-national research, empowering researchers to quickly construct custom, analysis-
ready datasets and compare their findings across countries and sources.

Similar initiatives already exist for macro-level conflict research, like NewGene (Ben-
nett et al., 2017). There is no counterpart at the sub-national level, despite several impor-
tant integration efforts, including PRIO-GRID, a spatio-temporal grid structure for data
compilation and analysis (Tollefsen et al., 2012), GROWup, a data platform for ethnic
settlement patterns and conflict (Girardin et al., 2015), and geomerge, an R package to
construct spatial panel datasets (Linke & Donnay, 2017). xSub builds on these efforts by
offering barrier-free access to preprocessed event data, from multiple sources, at multi-
ple resolutions. By providing a user-friendly web interface and an R package with more
advanced functionality, xSub serves a methodologically-diverse user base, from under-
graduates to senior researchers. While not eliminating the need to understand the limi-
tations of individual data sources, xSub makes these data more accessible, removing key
obstacles to the accumulation of knowledge.

What is xSub?
xSub’s online repository and accompanying R package currently feature 25,112 datasets
on the location, dynamics and intensity of conflict events, in 156 countries (1969-2017),
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from 21 data sources, with consistent categories and customizable spatio-temporal units.
These datasets include popular covariates on weather, ethnicity, demographics, and ge-
ography. As such, xSub is well-suited for single-country and cross-national analyses of
conflict onset, (de)escalation, diffusion, termination, recurrence and legacy.

xSub data are available as individual events and customizable spatial panel datasets,
and are designed for integration with standard statistical software (e.g. Stata, R), and Geo-
graphic Information Systems.6 The platform is updated annually, with new data sources,
bug fixes and features.7 All replication code is available through xSub’s GitHub page.8

Figure 1. Number of unique data sources per country

Data sources

xSub features event data on political conflict and violence from 21 sources, including
widely-used large-scale data collections and boutique datasets from scholars who volun-
teered to be early contributors to the platform.9 xSub also welcomes uploads of users’
original data, with submission guidelines specified at x-sub.org/data-upload.

6Each file contains spatial unit IDs for merging with GIS spatial geometry files, like ESRI shapefiles (.shp).
7Annual releases of xSub are scheduled for every November.
8https://github.com/zhukovyuri/xSub_ReplicationCode.
9xSub has secured written consent from each data provider, explicitly allowing proposed usage. Providers
currently include Armed Conflict Location and Event Data (ACLED) (version 8) (Raleigh et al., 2010),
Empirical Studies of Conflict (Worldwide Incidents Tracking System: Afghanistan (2010 version), Iraq
(version 3), Pakistan (2010 version) (Wigle, 2010), Iraq SIGACT (version 3) (Berman et al., 2011), drug-
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Figure 1 shows the geographic distribution of xSub data, with darker colors indicat-
ing more data sources per country. At the atomic level, the data are individual events,
with information on locations, dates, actors and tactics. We use these to construct local
event counts, at various levels of analysis, as well as pooled, multiple-source datasets,
integrated with the MELTT software package (Donnay et al., forthcoming).10

Actors

xSub organizes events into initiator-target dyads, with four categories of actors: govern-
ment (Side A), opposition (Side B), civilian (Side C), and unaffiliated (Side D).

Side A: The government category includes state security forces, pro-government militias, ac-
tivists, and third parties acting on the incumbent’s behalf (e.g. foreign troops, con-
tractors). It excludes mutinous military factions, and supporters of ousted regimes.11

Side B: The opposition category includes rebels, dissidents, revolutionaries, anti-government
militias, rioters and protesters, third parties acting on rebels’ behalf, and other groups
directly challenging the government.

Side C: Civilians are individuals who abstain from willful participation in politically con-
tentious behavior. Civilians generally enter the dataset not as initiators of conflict
events, but as unarmed victims of violence by any side.12

Side D: The final category (other) includes militias, tribes, self-defense units, and other ac-
tors not directly challenging or supporting the government. This group also in-
cludes factions that don’t neatly fall into the first three categories due to political
non-affiliation (e.g. inter-communal groups, criminal organizations, peacekeepers).

related murders (2006-2011) and homicides (1998-2011) in Mexico (Calderón et al., 2015), BFRS data on
Pakistan (version 10) (Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2013)), Political Instability Task Force’s Worldwide Atroc-
ities Dataset (version 1.1b1) (Schrodt & Ulfelder, 2016), Social Conflict Analysis Database (SCAD) (1990-
2015) (Salehyan et al., 2012), UCDP’s Georeferenced Event Dataset (UCDP GED) (version 17.1) (Sundberg
& Melander, 2013), American Bar Association’s Darfur data (Totten, 2006), data from the Northern Ireland
Research Initiative (Davenport et al., 2017), National Violence Monitoring System’s data on Indonesia
(Barron et al., 2016), Beissinger’s and Zhukov’s data on the former Soviet Union (Beissinger, 2002; Toft &
Zhukov, 2015; Zhukov, 2016).

10These datasets combine events from our 21 collections, offsetting under-reporting in each source with
information from another. We currently provide 8 varieties of integrated data, with alternative spatial
(1-5 km), temporal (1-2 days) and event taxonomy filters (directed, undirected dyad).

11For instance, we code the Taliban in Afghanistan as government 1996-2001, and as opposition post-2001.
12For instance, we classify unarmed anti-government protesters as opposition (Side B), and classify armed

civilians in local self-defense units as members of a fourth group (Side D), described below.
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xSub’s data sources differ in the actors they include and the typologies they use to or-
ganize them. Where data sources provide only detailed descriptions of involved actors,
but no government/opposition labels, we construct source- and country-specific dictio-
naries (available at x-sub.org) to map actors to each category. The GitHub repository also
provides code for users to create custom dictionaries and categories.

Table I illustrates the actor typology. Where data sources do not explicitly distinguish
between the initiators and targets of conflict events (e.g. ACLED, UCDP-GED), the vari-
ables DYAD ∗ are to be interpreted as ‘event involving actors X and Y’ (undirected dyads).
In all other cases, the interpretation is ‘action by actor X against actor Y’ (directed dyads).

TABLE I. xSub actor typology for all data sources.

Initiator
Side A Side B Side C Side D

Target (government) (opposition) (civilians) (unaffiliated) subtotal:
Side A DYAD A A DYAD B A DYAD C A DYAD D A TARGET SIDEA

Side B DYAD A B DYAD B B DYAD C B DYAD D B TARGET SIDEB

Side C DYAD A C DYAD B C DYAD C C DYAD D C TARGET SIDEC

Side D DYAD A D DYAD B D DYAD C D DYAD D D TARGET SIDED

Subtotal: INITIATOR SIDEA INITIATOR SIDEB INITIATOR SIDEC INITIATOR SIDED

Actions

xSub categorizes events into four categories of actions: (1) any use of force, (2) indirect
force, including shelling, air strikes, chemical weapons, (3) direct force, including fire-
fights, arrests, assassinations, and (4) protests, both violent and non-violent.13 While some
data sources contain detailed information on tactics, most do not. Where there were no
details, we coded actions as Any, or consulted the original article or author(s). Where
data sources instead provided textual descriptions of events, we constructed a custom ac-
tion dictionary, and used natural language processing to categorize the event into one of
these categories. Table II summarizes the event typology. xSub also provides event-level
data on specific actions, like air strikes, ambushes, armored offensives, arrests, artillery
shelling, bombings, chemical weapons, civilian abuses, displacement, firefights, kidnap-
pings, killings, property damage, protests, raids, riots, riot policing, robberies, rockets,

13This typology follows Balcells (2011: 399-400)’s distinction between ‘indirect’ violence, which involves
‘heavy weaponry ... and does not require a face-to-face interaction,’ and ‘direct’ violence, which involves
‘light weaponry ... in a face-to-face interaction.’
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sieges, storms, suicide bombings and terrorism.

TABLE II. xSub event typology for all data sources.

Actor
Side A Side B Side C Side D

Action (government) (opposition) (civilians) (unaffiliated) subtotal:
Any violence SIDEA ANY SIDEB ANY SIDEC ANY SIDED ANY ACTION ANY

Indirect violence SIDEA IND SIDEB IND SIDEC IND SIDED IND ACTION IND

Direct violence SIDEA DIR SIDEB DIR SIDEC DIR SIDED DIR ACTION DIR

Protests SIDEA PRT SIDEB PRT SIDEC PRT SIDED PRT ACTION PRT

Subtotal: SIDEA ANY SIDEB ANY SIDEC ANY SIDED ANY

Covariates

In addition to conflict, xSub includes other variables frequently used in sub-national re-
search: local demographics (e.g. population density), geography (e.g. elevation, roads,
land cover), ethnicity (e.g. local nationalities, linguistic groups) and weather (e.g. tem-
perature, rainfall). To make these covariates consistent and internationally comparable,
we drew them from publicly-available GIS datasets with global coverage. Some of the
covariates are time-variant and date back to 1900 (e.g. precipitation). Others are static
(e.g. elevation).

Units of analysis

xSub provides event-level and spatial panel datasets, the latter of which aggregate events
and covariates to users’ preferred spatial and temporal units. Geographic units include
countries, provinces (first-order administrative divisions), districts (second-order divisions),
PRIO-GRID cells (0.5 x 0.5 decimal degree lattice, Tollefsen et al. 2012), and electoral con-
stituencies (Kollman et al., 2017). Temporal units include years, months, weeks, and days.

Figure 2 illustrates the spatial aggregation procedure, where raw data are (a) points,
like event locations, and (b) polygons or grid cells, like weather. The upper left overlays
raw data with spatial units of interest (here, electoral constituencies, CLEA CST N). The
lower left displays aggregated measures for each unit, and the right pane shows the same
in tabular form. For points (Figure 2a), we identify spatial units that contain each event,
and generate local event counts at each time interval.14 Because polygon borders do not

14If the original source does not include geographic coordinates, but only an address (e.g. name of city or
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Figure 2. Spatial aggregation

always align (Figure 2b), we aggregate such data with area-weighted means.15

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate how choices of units affect the spatial and temporal distribu-
tion of conflict data in India: smaller units yield more variation, but also more sparsity.

User interface

xSub offers two options for customizing and downloading data. The first is an interac-
tive web-based inteface, at x-sub.org/data-download, where users can select countries,
data sources, units of analysis, preview the data, and download a zipped archive with
the requested data and supporting documentation. For example, the selection ‘Country:
India,’ ‘Source: UCDP GED,’ ‘Space: district,’ ‘Time: week’ will generate weekly observa-
tions for India’s districts, with local event counts for each week (from UCDP GED, broken
down by actor and tactics), and local average statistics for weather and other covariates.
The second option, for more advanced uses, is the xSub R package, available through the
CRAN repository. This package provides additional functionality not supported by the
website, including direct import of data into R and merging of datasets across countries.16

village, like Beissinger, 2002), we geo-code events to the most precise location possible, with mapping
APIs from Google, Yandex and MapQuest.

15Formally, area-weighted means are xi = ∑Ji
ji

wji xji , where x is the variable of interest (e.g. weather),
i ∈ {1, . . . , N} indexes destination spatial units (e.g. electoral contituency), j ∈ {1, . . . , J} indexes source

units (e.g. grid cell), and Ji is the subset of source units that overlap with i. Weights wji =
Ai∩j
Ai

represent
the proportion of i’s area (Ai) covered by the intersection of i and j (Ai∩j).

16The website also provides Stata code to download and merge data files.
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Figure 3. Geographic units of analysis.
Country: India. Source: UCDP-GED. Variable: Action any
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Figure 4. Temporal units of analysis.
Country: India. Source: UCDP-GED. Variable: Action any
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Illustration of use: Repression and dissent
To demonstrate how scholars might use xSub, we investigate the empirical relationship
between overt manifestations of repression and dissent. A long-standing topic in civil
conflict research is the contentious interaction between governments and challengers:
how the actions and tactics of one side influence the actions and tactics of another, and
whether escalation sparks reciprocal steps (Davenport, 2007). The dominant view is that
crackdowns on opposition tend to inflame dissent (Gurr & Lichbach, 1986; Mason &
Krane, 1989; Sullivan et al., 2012). Another school holds that, by raising the costs of behav-
ioral challenges, repression is more likely to deter dissent (Tilly, 1978; Lyall, 2009). Some
maintain that repression can have both effects, inflaming dissent at intermediate levels
but deterring it at extremes – an ‘inverted U’ (Gurr, 1970; DeNardo, 2014) – or decreas-
ing dissent at intermediate levels and increasing at extremes – a ‘U-shape’ (Lichbach &
Gurr, 1981). Due to a plurality of idiosyncratic research designs and data sources – cross-
national and sub-national – the field has produced contradictory findings about which of
these patterns is dominant.

To take stock of whether repression (i.e. government violence) increases or decreases
opposition activity, we use xSub to conduct a meta-analysis across hundreds of sub-
national datasets. For each country and data source, we fit the following core model:

Dissentit = Repressionit−1β1 + Repression2
it−1β2 + αi + γt + uit (1)

where Dissentit is the number of opposition actions in locality i at time t (SIDEB ANY on Ta-
ble II), Repressionit−1 is the number of government uses of force in i at t− 1 (SIDEA ANY).
We use locality fixed effects αi to account for unobserved local factors influencing both re-
pression and dissent, and time fixed effects γt, representing common shocks over time. To
make estimates maximally comparable, we report standardized coefficients (i.e. impact of
a standard deviation increase in repression on standard deviation changes in dissent).17

Our interest is in how the β coefficients vary across datasets. The relationship between
repression and dissent is strictly inflammatory (‘anger’ or ‘backlash’) if β1 > 0, β2 ≥ 0,
with increases in repression followed by linear (β2 = 0) or exponential (β2 > 0) increases
in protests. If β1 < 0, β2 ≤ 0, the relationship is negative (‘fear’ or ‘deterrence’), with

17To account for past levels of dissent, Appendix C considers a dynamic panel data analysis, using a gener-
alized method of moments estimator.
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dissent declining after repression. If β1 > 0, β2 < 0, the relationship is ‘inverted-U’shaped
(‘anger then fear’), where increases in repression are correlated with increases in protests,
but the rate of increase gradually declines. Finally, β1 < 0, β2 > 0 indicates the opposite,
‘U-shaped’ relationship (‘fear then anger’).

We repeated this analysis across thousands of xSub spatial panel datasets, limiting our
inquiry to yearly and monthly datasets with at least 10 incidents of government vio-
lence and 10 protests.18 This narrowed our empirical domain to 14,299 datasets from
113 countries, at multiple units of analysis.19 Figure 5 reports the predicted shape of the
repression-dissent relationship across spatio-temporal units and data sources, based on a
weighted average of β1, β2 estimates.20

The results show a general tendency toward an ‘inverted-U’ relationship between re-
pression and dissent: ‘anger’ at lower levels, ‘fear’ at higher levels (β1 > 0, β2 < 0). Over-
all (upper-left), a standard deviation increase in repression increases protests by .36 stan-
dard deviations, but also decreases growth in protests by .05 standard deviations. Com-
pleting the square (− β1

2β2
), the slope changes from positive to negative when governments

escalate violence to 3.7 standard deviations above the mean.

The relationship is highly sensitive to sources and spatio-temporal units: as units be-
come smaller, the slope becomes increasingly positive. The curve’s steepness also varies
regionally: European states reach the inflection point earlier, on average, than African
states – potentially indicating greater coercive capacity, lower opposition resolve, or both.

The goal of this analysis has been purely illustrative, demonstrating how one may use
xSub to assess the local relationship between repression and dissent, and how it varies
– in direction and magnitude – across conflicts and data sources. These models cannot
– and are not intended to – identify a causal effect. A more rigorous analysis with xSub
might consider additional sources of variation and bias, like the endogeneity of repres-
sion, interdependence, tactical shifts, and spatial autocorrelation.

18We excluded weekly and daily datasets for computational reasons.
19xSub’s current collection includes 25,112 files: 6,313 individual-source panel datasets, 17,130 multiple-

source panel datasets, 445 event-level individual-source datasets and 1,224 event-level multiple-source
datasets.

20Weighted means are β̄ = ∑d wdβd, where βd are coefficients from dataset d, and wd are model weights,
proportional to sample size of d (N × T). We estimated confidence intervals through bootstrapping.
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Figure 5. Meta-analysis of repression and dissent.
Quantities reported are weighted averages of standardized coefficient estimates and bootstrapped 95%
confidence intervals for the model in Equation 1. Spatial units are years [adm0], provinces [adm1], districts
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undirected and directed dyadic data, integrated with MELTT (Donnay et al., forthcoming).
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Further building on this example, xSub allows scholars to uncover many sources of het-
erogeneity. For instance, we may expect indirect artillery shelling to have a very different
effect on dissent than arrests and detentions. Protesters may react to repression differ-
ently than armed rebels. Political actors may also behave differently in locations closer
or farther from their primary bases of support. While space constraints limit the scope
of our inquiry here, xSub users can easily assess the generlizability of empirical relation-
ships, switching from aggregated (country-year) to disaggregated (district-month) scales,
replicating results across countries and datasets, with consistent definitions and units.

Conclusion
xSub reduces the barriers to comparative sub-national research, by empowering researchers
to quickly construct custom, analysis-ready datasets, pre-loaded with several popular co-
variates. xSub also offers a platform for scholars to contribute and distribute their own,
original data. One of the reasons for fragmentation in sub-national research is that many
individual data collection efforts are project-specific: scholars assemble a new dataset for
a one-off paper, and – apart from posting a replication archive – never re-use those data
again. Rather than allow a dataset to ‘die’ with a paper, xSub enables researchers to give
their data a second life, in the hands of new researchers, asking a new set of questions.
Let a thousand flowers bloom.

Data Replication
The dataset, codebook, and R-files for the empirical analysis in this article can be found
at http://www.prio.org/jpr/datasets.
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